Consortia 2018

How to Select Consortia
Each year hoteliers are challenged when determine the right Consortia & TMC partners to contract
with. Consortia are complex and not only are they made up of thousands of independent agents, these
agents also switch consortium, consolidate or are acquired ongoing. In some cases they also associate
with several consortia in the hope for larger reach of hotels. With this, the reality is that there is no one
single source that will take all aspects into consideration to help you decide what programs to join.
Selecting Consortia & TMC partners will be a mix of reviewing historical data with potential business, a
review of competitors, market trends, business mix, occupancy, and questioning status quo. Why join?
The next pages is a condensed overview of frequently asked questions about Consortia & TMC
contracting with explanations and answers destined to help you select the right partners and packages.
è
è
è
è
è

why it’s important to join Consortia & TMC programs
what exposure you get
who are the key agents behind the consortia you actually reach
how we can help!
report recommendations

A snapshot of some of the words largest Travel Management Companies and Agencies, that either have their own hotel program or affiliate to
one or the other Consortia. See page 3 for examples. Source Travel Weekly Hot list 2017
Each year Travel Weekly announces the world largest Travel Management Companies. Through our Consortia Services and Packages your
hotel get access to all of these TMCs. Please follow this link for full article and report: http://www.travelweekly.com/PowerList2017
To qualify for the Power List, a company had to have a minimum of $100 million in sales in 2016 (sales are defined as gross sales of travel
products worldwide), whether to consumers or to corporate travelers. At least 15% of the sales volume must have been generated in the U.S.
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Why join consortia & TMC programs?
Consortia will help you drive growth, ADR, occupancy and incremental sales. Business travelers are also
more loyal and tend to be recurring guests. On top they will vouch for your hotel. Consortia will also
help you access new clients & increase chances to get into Corporate RFPs. Affiliating with TMC &
Consortia will give you a full year of enhanced exposure to booking agents and their clients globally,
ensuring you stand out amongst competition. It is without doubt the cheapest marketing one can buy!
Who books consortia rates?
The consortia rates offered is booked both by the agent via the GDS or agent booking tools as well as
the end consumer directly in their corporate online booking tools such as (Concur, KDS, GetThere). The
rate offer is restricted and may be booked only after entry of either the Agents or Client authorization
code so the rate and benefits are not available to the general public.
How is the rate listed?
In general a company will display rates in following order:
- Corporate Negotiated rates
- Consortia Rates (with preferred & elite hotels on top)
- Public rates – the public rates are only available if the corporation allows it in their travel policy and if
the corporate and consortia rate is not available.
When is a corporate rate vs. consortia rate booked?
A Consortia rate is in general used for bookings by business travelers when:
- Their negotiated preferred rate is not available
- In a destination where they do not have a negotiated rate
- When the hotel location and rate is beneficial over negotiated rates
When an agent searches for hotels with their consortia code, only hotel listed as part of the consortia
will show up. The hotels public rates will also be visible and they may choose what to book. However if
the hotel was not listed under the consortia code it would not have showed up as an option at all. The
exposure a hotel get through the consortia and the related booking, will in many cases drive the success
of a hotels corporate negotiated agreements. When a hotel can track over 50RNs from a specific client
they will often be invited to the Corporate RFP which results in higher guaranteed volumes.
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Key agents behind the Consortia, your reach!
We offer hotels the opportunity to submit bids to 30+ consortia & TMC’s in Nexus. Below is a
consolidated overview of key agents affiliated to our top Consortia & TMC Partners.
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How we can help you!
For 2018 we have create d a few tools to help you with your selection:
è Use this document to review key agents per program – see page 3
è RN data per city - Please contact info@nexusworldservices.com to request a room night report

for your city. The report show you the top producing Consortia & TMC booking into your city
based on last year’s information. Let them know you are a BookingCenter customer and are
considering participation.
è Tell us you wish to participate via email to: Sales@BookingCenter.com and we will begin.
RN data per city - Report Sample - we get these reports from Sabre:

